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Abstract 

There has been a growing trend for public accountability of those who 

represent or act on behalf of the general public. Whilst politicians are 

forever appearing in the media to justify their actions, what has been 

lacking has been a broad objective measure of the amount of activity 

that they perform whilst in Parliament itself. 

We present a first attempt at a multi-dimensional scoring and ranking 

of British Members of Parliament. Three criteria are included in the 

score: the number of speeches made, the number of votes attended, and 

the number of written questions submitted. We use the resulting scores 

to place MPs into four quartiles and then show how the political parties 

are distributed amongst these four ‘divisions’. We also present the ‘Top 

30 MPs’ according to our aggregate performance measure. 

Introduction 

There is an increasing recognition that League tables and rankings have 

become part of our society. This normalisation has occurred through 

performance ranking of everything from schools (www.compare-school-

performance.service.gov.uk) to universities 

(www.thecompleteuniversityguide.co.uk/league-tables/rankings), 

Members of the European Parliament (www.mepranking.eu) to the level 

of development of entire nations (Human Development Index – 

datacatalog.worldbank.org/dataset/gdp-ranking). 

Nonetheless, until now, Members of the UK Parliament have evaded 

having their performance ranked. An attempt to provide tables of 

individual measures ended up having considerable impact, with MPs 

changing behaviour, including attending votes, and speaking in 

debates, in order to increase their statistical performance. The work of 

ranking website theyworkforyou.com even found itself being discussed 

in the House of Commons with its impact being debated amongst 
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members (HC Deb 28 June 2006, HC Deb 23 October 2008) and one 

MP describing the website as: 

“Chief among the villains is a well-meaning website, www.theywork-

foryou.com, which provides numerical rankings of MPs' parliamentary 

activity, referred to as "performance data".” (HC Deb 28 June 2006) 

However, as a result of these debates, over a period of time the 

methodology was changed by theyworkforyou.com to take away the 

ranking element, instead focusing on whether an MP voted in favour of 

particular issues (Hogge, 2016). 

However, the invaluable work of sites including theyworkforyou.com 

and publicwhip.com provide an insight into how MPs are performing 

certain tasks within Parliament now. 

Our ranking index and resulting placements of MPs is only intended to 

be taken as a guide for the performance of an MP over the course of the 

last Parliament. Certain elements of an MP’s role are impossible to 

quantify and measure. Examples include the excellent work of MPs in 

the community (Norton, 1994), advocating on behalf of constituents 

directly to ministers, being a local dignitary to an area and working on 

the various select committees within Parliament. These are to name a 

few of the roles that add to the rich work done by our MPs but are 

impossible to add into the ranking index. This league table intends to 

provide a review of MP’s behaviour and performance within the last 

Parliament. The league table focuses on different elements of being an 

MP and different ways in which the job can be accomplished, focusing 

on four key areas of the role including votes attended, number of oral 

and written questions and rebellions from the party. This index doesn’t 

seek to make any apology for ranking MPs and the potential for impact 

on their future behaviour. While recognising the limitations of ranking 

MPs on these metrics it seeks to explore behaviour in key areas over the 

course of the last Parliament running from 21st June 2017 to the 

dissolution of Parliament on 6th November 2019. 

This league table follows on from a trial league table that considered the 

previous parliament, which ran from 27th May 2015 to 3rd May 2017 

and had been available to the public on the University of Hertfordshire 

website. As a result of this trial league table, improvements have been 

made within the ranking methodology to reflect one of the most 

challenging parliaments in living memory. 
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The purpose of this article is to explore our identified useable metrics 

for a league table of UK Members of Parliament, a methodology for 

ranking MPs, and highlight some initial conclusions from the league 

table. 

What is the Role of an MP? 

It is well established that there is no complete job description for being 

a Member of Parliament (Norton, 1994, 2007). However, being able to 

define the position is important in determining how to rank MPs, and a 

clearer understanding of the function and role of a Member of 

Parliament is key to doing this. Former Prime Minister Harold 

Macmillan reportedly said that, “there were only four good reasons to 

be in the House of Commons – to become Prime Minister, Chancellor of 

the Exchequer, Foreign Secretary, or Home Secretary” (Searing, 1994). 

This rather cynical approach to the role of being an MP perhaps says 

more about the political ambitions of the former Prime Minister than 

the average MP. Yet, even MPs are unclear on what they should be 

doing, with one study which asked MPs about the role stating: 

“If you ask me to define the job… I would say it is a cross between a 

barrister, a solicitor, a vicar, a doctor, a personnel manager of a large 

works … so many things to do.” And so much choice. No wonder back-

benchers say that they make their own roles.” 

(Searing, 1994) 

These initial insights are not especially enlightening in terms of 

understanding the role of an MP, yet critically do signify how varied the 

role is.  

In Walter Bagehot’s The English Constitution (Bagehot, 2009) he 

evaluates the role of the House of Commons, where MPs serve. He sets 

out five functions of the house: an elective function, expressive function, 

teaching function, informing function, and function of legislation. 

Bagehot is definitively of the Burkean view that our MPs are 

representatives over delegates; that MPs following the instructions of 

constituents is needless and would create more problems than obeying 

their own judgements. In order to appreciate Bagehot’s argument, a 

consideration of Edmund Burke’s theory is required. Burke’s work set 

out his trustee theory of representation that MPs are elected to act in 

the national interest, even if this means going against the constituency 

in matters. In essence, MPs are elected on trust to do what is best: 
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“If the local Constituent should have an interest, or should form an 

hasty opinion, evidently opposite to the real good of the rest of the Com-

munity, the Member for that place ought to be as far, as any other, from 

any endeavour to give it effect.”  (Burke, 1774) 

As Norton argues, “When Burke generated his trustee theory, it was in 

order to justify MPs acting independently of the views of constituents” 

(Norton, 2007). This is where Burke’s ideas split with modern thought 

on the role of an MP as to a greater or lesser degree, to interact with and 

take note of the needs of constituents. Norton states that, “An MP is 

expected to defend and further the interests of his constituents, 

collectively and individually.” (Norton, 1982). However, Judge (1999) 

maintains the ghost of Burke is still hanging around our politics, and 

“this reflects the fact that ’trusteeship’ encapsulates the basic principles 

of representation: consent, authorisation, accountability and 

responsibility.” Pitkin gives an analysis of the modern representative in 

the final chapter of her work (Pitkin, 1967) arguing that within the 

modern political system the representative is required to act 

independently in using their discretion and judgment, while those being 

represented must also be capable of independent action and judgement, 

not merely being taken care of by the representative. What can be pulled 

out of this is that the MP is a representative of the constituency, elected 

for their judgment in the best interests of the nation, the constituency, 

and its individual members. This requires considerable interaction with 

the constituency members, but importantly not taking instructions 

from them. It also means working in their best interests in Parliament 

to further the interests of those that are represented. It is the tools that 

MPs have to use in order to undertake this representation that provides 

an interesting aspect of the role of the MP. 

Having considered the representative role of the MP, it is time to look 

beyond and instead at the closer work of MPs within Parliament. In 

Searing’s critical work on backbenchers in Parliament, he identifies four 

roles that MPs take up and choose how to perform; these being Policy 

Advocates, Ministerial Aspirants, Constituency Members, and 

Parliament Men (Searing, 1994). Rush, on the other hand, takes a 

different approach to Searing and argues that the system of 

Parliamentary government imposes three major roles on MPs. These are 

a: “partisan role – supporting the party under whose label he or she was 

elected, particularly as a support of the government or the official 
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opposition; a constituency role – looking after the collective and 

individual interests of those they represent; and a scrutiny role – acting 

as a parliamentary watchdog not on behalf of their constituents in 

particular but of the people in general.” (Rush, 2001). In addition Rush 

also recognises that a growing number of MPs have also taken on roles 

of Ministers or on the opposition frontbenches (Rush, 2001). These two 

insightful and detailed studies on the role of MPs give an understanding 

of the different dimensions to the roles of MPs, but also unlock some 

commons themes running through the different approaches. 

Notably, the Speaker’s Conference (on Parliamentary Representation) 

(2010) looked into considering the main areas of responsibility of an MP 

dividing the role between being a “legislator” and an “advocate for the 

constituency”. This role can also be enhanced by taking on additional 

areas of responsibility including as a government minister, formal role 

within parliament, or with a formal role within a political party. Finally, 

it is expected that a good MP will make a positive difference to the 

community they represent, while also recognising that the place of the 

modern MP is both within their constituency and at Westminster. 

Norton further argues that from a rational choice perspective an MP is 

returned for an individual constituency but is running on the ticket for 

a particular party, therefore it is “in their self-interest to maintain the 

position of their party. It is also in their self-interest to be constituency 

active.” (Norton, 2007). This line of argument is extended in that the 

constituency activity may not change votes but it may help prevent 

supporting switching their votes if the party becomes unpopular, 

therefore, “the interests of the party and the MP coincide in terms of 

being active and being seen in the constituency.” Birch and Allen 

expressed that the public’s trust in their own MP tends to be higher 

than their levels of trust in MPs more generally (Birch & Allen, 2010), 

while Flinders and Kelso argue that there is an expectation gap that 

exists between what the public expects and those levels of services, 

behaviour, relationship that can realistically be provided by politics 

(Flinders & Kelso, 2011). However, they conclude by suggesting that 

this gap isn’t as wide as normally suggested by many commentators. 

Norton has also considered this area stating: “What constituents appear 

to expect of their Member of Parliament and what the Member has done 

over the years in response to the demands, or perceived needs, of the 

constituency have varied.” (Norton, 1994). Therefore it appears that MPs 

have changed and developed their roles in response to what their 
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constituents have created demand for. While the above internal factors 

of role of the MP within Parliament has been considered, Norton 

identifies seven key constituency roles of an MP: “(1) safety valve, (2) 

information provider, (3) local dignitary, (4) advocate, (5) benefactor, (6) 

powerful friend, and (7) promoter of constituency interests. The first 

three roles are primarily, but not exclusively, internal to the 

constituency. The rest normally involve the MP taking some action 

beyond the borders of the constituency, usually, but not always, in 

relation to some public body. The first six are essentially roles pursued 

on the basis of approaches made to the MP. The seventh is frequently 

pursued by the MP on the basis of such requests but may also be 

undertaken by the MP without specific prompting. Some MPs may 

undertake other tasks without prompting, but the generalisation 

holds.” (Norton, 1994). These constituency factors also have a bearing 

on the role that an MP takes within Parliament and how they wield the 

tools available to them within the Commons. 

 

While it is not always possible to define what is inside the role of the 

MP, it can be possible to rule out what is outside the scope of an MP. 

With the expenses scandal in 2009, it was clear from revelations 

regarding those expenses that MPs’ had taken a cavalier manner 

towards them, with many submitting claims that were clearly unrelated 

to their roles within parliament (Birch & Allen, 2010). Evidently, moat 

cleaning, dubious mortgage payments, the fitting of mock Tudor beams, 

new boilers and items of furniture are outside the expected operating 

procedures of MPs.  

The role of the MP can never be fully defined as it changes with society 

and the needs of the people, and it should reflect the changing nature 

of politics and the interrelationship between individuals and 

Parliament. It is possible to pull out several key aspects of the role of 

MPs in Parliament. Firstly an MP is clearly a representative, and they 

should, to a certain extent, work with and take on board the views of 

constituents. Further, deeper roles can be extracted: 

• An ability to push forward concerns of constituents and in the national 

interest, in writing to ministers and asking oral questions in Parliament 

• An ability to scrutinise and influence legislation during its passage 

through the Commons, in both the national and constituency interest 
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• An independence of thought from party and constituents to act in the 

best interest of the nation 

• The opportunity to take on further responsibility within government. 

The Metrics Used 

This project therefore seeks to assess the performance of MPs in four 

critical areas, which are directly related to the key performance 

indicates roles identified in the previous section. These areas are: 1. 

Number of Speeches made within the House of Commons 2. Number of 

Written Questions 3. Number of Times Voted. Finally, we have also 

included the data for Rebellions against the Party as a point of 

information rather than as a metric on the league table. As the ranking 

index is considering the work of MPs over the course of the last 

Parliament, all data is for the period 21st June 2017 to 6th November 

2019. We will explore these metrics and set out the arguments as to 

why they are reliable performance indicators. ‘Written questions’ set out 

to consider the number of written questions that an MP has asked over 

the course of the last Parliament. The metrics aim is to seek how often 

an MP has sought a more in-depth answer to a question than an oral 

question in the House of Commons would normally allow for. The source 

of the data is supplied from www.theyworkforyou.com which takes open 

data from the UK Parliament. TheyWorkForYou is run by mySociety, a 

UK charity. The data from theyworkforyou looks at exactly how many 

questions have been asked by an MP and exactly how many have been 

responded to over the course of the Parliament. The higher the score the 

more questions that the MP has asked over the course of the Parliament. 

Ministers do not ask written questions, and so may be disadvantaged 

on this metric, however they have the ability to make oral ministerial 

statements, which are included in another metric that we use. 

This was considered an effective performance indicator as written 

questions give MPs the tools to undertake both a Scrutiny and 

Constituency role, two of three roles that Rush (2001) identified. The 

advantage of the written question as a tool for MPs is that whereas there 

is no guarantee that an MP will get to ask oral questions at any 

particular ministerial session in the commons, the use of written 

questions can ensure that an MP can ask that question and have the 

answer recorded. The use of the written question is an opportunity for 

MPs to pressure Ministers into revealing information about the work, 

policy, and activity of their department which they otherwise wouldn’t 
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wish to disclose. Written questions also offer “an opportunity to extract 

information from the government at minimal cost to the Member”. 

Searing, within his study of MP behaviour in the 1970s, found an 

enormous range in the number of questions that an MP set down: 

anything from zero questions to over a 1000. He points to an 

“industrialisation” of Parliament with twenty-two written questions 

asked per day in 1960-1961 with that figure increasing to ninety-eight 

per day in 1971-72 (Searing, 1994). This increase demonstrates that 

MPs are increasingly using this tool as an effective means in 

undertaking their roles. Norton in an article looking at written letters to 

ministers makes the observation that “Whereas questions and 

adjournment debates are limited in content because of time constraints, 

letters (and ministers' replies) can be as lengthy as the writers wish” 

(Norton, 1982). This observation could equally apply to written 

questions, being no limit to the number of questions that a single MP 

could ask in any given parliamentary session. From a survey conducted 

by Franklin and Norton in the early 90s on questions in Parliament, 

they concluded that written questions were very useful for promotion of 

constituency interests (Franklin & Norton, 1993) and also supported 

the idea of using written questions to extract detailed information from 

Ministers. Written questions are a useful tool supporting the MP’s 

ability to undertake their role in holding ministers to account and 

pushing forward constituency concerns to the relevant minister. 

The second metric sets out to consider the number of speeches that an 

MP has made within the House of Commons over the course of the 

Parliament. Over hundreds of years, the Commons have witnessed 

some truly magnificent speeches. Speaking in the Commons is the role 

that MPs are expected to undertake, with maiden speeches usually 

remembered for the rest of their lives. The metric doesn’t seek to 

consider the quality nor the length of the speech, but merely how often 

any given MP has spoken. The source of the data is Hansard (the official 

record of the proceedings of Parliament) [ hansard.parliament.uk ], and 

the more speeches that an MP has made within the Commons, the 

higher the score. Speeches in the house can include asking questions, 

answering questions, making statements on important matters of the 

day, in essence all oral activity that takes place within the house. They 

support as a significant tool for MPs, all three of the roles identified by 

Rush. This activity goes to the traditional heart of being a Member of 
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Parliament and verbal communication in the chamber (Norton, 2007). 

It is also directly connected to Bagehot’s expressive function of the 

House of Commons, where it “is its office to express the mind of the 

English people on all matters which come before it.” (Bagehot, 2009) 

Making speeches is one of those fundamental roles that connects 

directly into the heart, history, and constitutional roles of the Palace of 

Westminster. 

Having such a pivotal role within the commons, Norton and Franklin’s 

survey finds that oral questions are most used by MPs in ‘holding 

ministers accountable’, ‘defending or promoting constituency interests’, 

‘influencing government policy and actions’, and ‘publicising 

government failures, successes, etc.’ (Franklin & Norton, 1993). All of 

these questions requiring an ‘on the spot’ ministerial response in order 

to satisfy MPs across the house. While Rush finds the number of oral 

questions in the commons has grown exponentially between 1847 and 

1997 (Rush, 2001). Searing puts forward that oral questions give 

backbenchers the platform to put forward “a point of view, an opinion, 

an idea, a suggestion” (Searing, 1994). Certainly, the oral question 

provides an excellent opportunity to attempt to embarrass the 

government of the day. Yet, speeches in the Commons can also be used 

to support government and ministers, “not least with the device of the 

“planted Question”” (Rush, 2001). The use of questions and answers 

reflects on the traditional narrative of the Commons as the grand 

debating chamber of the nation, as such a pivotal insight into the role 

of the MP. 

The third metric sets out to measure the voting record of MPs taking 

part in divisions of the House of Commons over the course of the last 

Parliament. The source data for this metric comes from 

www.publicwhip.org.uk, and can be used under an open data commons 

licence. The publicwhip works using a computer program which reads 

Hansard and separates out the voting records. The metric works with 

the more votes an MP has attended and participated in, the higher the 

score. 

This metric is seen as a pillar of the league table as an MP taking part 

in votes is a fundamental role that all MPs should be doing, and as such 

requires little explanation. Bagehot notes the importance of this 

function stating: 
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“there is the function of legislation, of which of course it would be pre-

posterous to deny the great importance, and which I only deny being as 

important as the executive management of the whole state, or the polit-

ical education given by Parliament to the whole nation.”  (Bagehot, 

2009) 

This role of taking part in the creation of laws, either in favour or not, 

is also part of the scrutiny role of MPs acting as a watchdog on what 

laws are being created by Parliament in the interest of the people 

generally (Rush, 2001). Of course it should be noted that just because 

an MP is taking part in a division, doesn’t mean that they have attended 

the preceding debates, but it does demonstrate basic attendance within 

Parliament. 

Attending votes in the Commons is fundamental to the role of the MP; 

in certain circumstances an MP’s score in this metric may be reduced 

due to circumstances beyond their control. First, MPs may miss certain 

votes due to the “English Votes for English Laws” rules coming into 

effect as they historically did in January 2016 when MPs voted on parts 

of the Housing Bill that only affected England and Wales. Second, one 

important area to note when considering the voting record of MPs is to 

keep in mind the pairing system. This informal system is where MPs 

from opposite party’s pair together and agree not to vote, thus allowing 

them to miss the occasional vote with the agreement of the Whips office, 

but not affect the overall result of any particular division. Despite these 

minor drawbacks, MPs taking part in the creation of laws is 

fundamental to the role of an MP that it provides an essential metric to 

judge performance. 

The final metric considers the number of times that an MP has rebelled 

against their party. We did not include this as part of the score to 

produce the ranking but we felt it worth considering separately. The 

metric seeks to establish a score for times that an MP has gone against 

the wishes of the party they are associated with over the course of the 

last Parliament. The metric data was again provided by the 

publicwhip.org. As the Office of the Whips keep information regarding 

which way MPs should vote secret the publicwhip has defined Rebellions 

as: 

“a vote against the majority vote by members of the MP's party. Unfor-

tunately, this will indicate that many members have rebelled in a free 
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vote. Until precise data on when and how strongly each party has 

whipped is made available, there is no true way of identifying a "rebel-

lion". We know of no heuristics which can reliably detect free votes.” 

(www.publicwhip.org.uk/faq.php#clarify) 

We have therefore taken on board the same definition to use the data 

effectively. It is simply unfortunate, and part of Westminster politics, 

that there is not an official and reliable way to obtain true identification 

of a rebellion and its numbers. We have also included those MPs who 

are whips within the table, instead of excluding them like the speaker, 

as this is an official role within the executive and not a neutral role 

within parliament. 

The primary reason for including the data for rebellions, but not using 

this as a metric is due to the significant number of Independent MPs in 

parliament. During the last parliament there was a growing trend, first 

seen within the previous parliament, of MPs resigning, or the whip being 

withdrawn, yet still staying within the House as an Independent MP. In 

the 2015-2017 Parliament there were three Independent MPs, albeit two 

of them were former SNP MPs who had the whip withdrawn. By the end 

of the 2017-2019 Parliament 25 MPs were sitting as independents after 

either leaving a party, having the whip withdrawn, or being excluded 

from their parliamentary party 

 ] . In the case of the 21 MPs who voted against the Prime Minister’s 

Brexit Bill, however, all but 10 had been re-admitted by the end of the 

Parliament. During the 2019 general election not a single independent 

MP was re-elected to the Commons. This demonstrates the exceptional 

circumstances of when Martin Bell was elected in 1997, this being the 

first independent candidate to be elected for Parliament since 1945 

(Rush, 2001). The Independent MP is a rare occurrence and one that 

shouldn’t be a significant driver in creating the table. Further, within 

the Parliament a previously rare phenomenon became an almost regular 

occurrence, with MPs crossing the floor to leave one political party and 

join another. The most significant event was the foundation of Change 

UK – The Independent Group, which formed on the 18th February 2019 

and was dissolved on the 19th December 2019. At its peak, the party 

had 11 MPs, eight from labour and three from the Conservatives. On 

the 4th June 2019, six members resigned from Change UK, with five 

joining the Liberal Democrats. 
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As with the other metrics the higher the score, the more often the MP 

has rebelled against the party. This is a controversial way to consider 

the rebellions metric, in that we are rewarding MPs for not following the 

party’s instructions. As Bagehot identifies: 

“The principle of Parliament is obedience to leaders. Change your leader 

if you will, take another if you will, but obey No. 1 while you serve No. 

2 when you have gone over to No. 2. The penalty of not doing so, is the 

penalty of importance. It is not that you will not be able to do any good, 

but you will not be able to do anything at all. If everybody does what he 

thinks right, there will be 657 amendments to every motion, and none 

of them will be carried or the motion either.” (Bagehot, 2009) 

However, Bagehot is once more considering the national interest and 

the principle of good governance that requires Parliament to be able to 

govern effectively as the overall imperative. It is also hoped that 

candidates are selected by local party groupings because they share the 

same ideology and policy aims for government. Rush argues the reality 

is more complex: an MP, Party or local party grouping may change 

position to appear more appealing to voters. Therefore, an act of 

rebellion may be a single instance or a series of instances in order to 

align a particular vote to an MPs or local party grouping policy position 

(Rush, 2001). Further, the two major parties are very broad churches 

in order to gain sufficient support at the polls, therefore individual MPs 

can reflect within the Conservative Party anything from a centre left 

position, to a moderate right position, while the Labour Party 

accommodates anything from a centre right to a, far left position. 

Consequently, for an MP to act against the party is reflective of the need 

for an MP to be acting in the national and constituents’ interest as they 

see the world from the political spectrum. The leadership and direction 

of political parties also changes over time; therefore, an MP may be 

selected under one ideology, but also serve as an MP under a different 

ideology. This therefore makes them more inclined to rebel. 

Further, again as Rush argues, the logic of expecting MPs to always vote 

with the party is undermined when a party withdraws the whip for a 

disciplinary offence or refuses the candidate’s reselection, therefore 

depriving the local party grouping of their party representative at 

Westminster (Rush, 2001). Additionally, when a candidate is 

‘parachuted’ into a constituency by the Parties leadership, the link 
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between local grouping and MP is weakened as they haven’t been 

selected by the local groupings, and therefore they may not share the 

same policy objectives, causing tension. Consequently, MPs may rebel 

to satisfy the local party due to the fear of local deselection. 

Finally, the national and constituency interest may collide forcing an 

MP to decide between following the party in the national interest and 

the interests of the constituency. In the last few years this can be seen 

within Zac Goldsmith’s resignation as an MP and from the Conservative 

Party over the proposed building of a third runway at Heathrow airport. 

Again, this can be seen not just with MPs, but also Ministers’ rebellion 

in votes against HS2 (the proposed high-speed English railway line). The 

argument for rewarding MPs with a positive metric score for rebelling is 

overwhelming as it allows MPs to be representatives acting in the 

national or local interest, not the party. 

MPs Not Ranked 

Under our ranking criteria and ranking methodology certain MPs who 

sit in the house could not be ranked effectively and are therefore 

excluded from the league table. This was a particular challenge in the 

2017-2019 parliament as it was one of the most eventful in living 

memory, as Parliament tried to enact the EU referendum result. The 

most notable absences from the table include the Speaker and Deputy 

Speakers who have significantly different roles within parliament to 

other MPs. Therefore these roles mean that ranking these MPs on our 

metrics would give a distorted view and introduce an anomaly into the 

table. The other significant non-ranked group are Sinn Fein and 

Independent members who practice abstentionism and refuse to 

recognise the Rights of Parliament to legislate for any part of Ireland. 

There is also a refusal to take the parliamentary oath that MPs must 

take, swearing allegiance to the Queen as Head of State. 

In total five by-elections have taken place over the course of the 

Parliament, one due to an MP passing away, two due to resignation of 

the MP, and the other two due to recall petitions. This relatively new 

occurrence with the operation of the Recall of MPs Act 2015 was 

successfully used for the first time in this Parliament, with Fiona 

Onasanya being recalled by her constituents after a custodial sentence 

of less than a year, this was followed by Christopher Davies recall after 

his conviction for providing false or misleading expenses claims. As 

neither served a full term of office they have been excluded from the 
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table, alongside those who replaced them in by-elections. The final two 

groups not ranked include any MP that won their seat in a by-election 

during the Parliament. Due to these MPs not serving the full parliament 

they have not been ranked. Finally, any MP that was away from 

Parliament due to extended illness, or parental leave have been 

excluded based on fairness. Research into each MP has been conducted 

to find all those MPs unable to sit during the Parliament. While a proxy 

voting system was piloted from January 2018, and extended in January 

2020, this was not available for all members over the whole Parliament 

and therefore these members who may have used this system have been 

removed from the league table. This still left us with data on more than 

600 MPs. We apologise for any omissions. 

Data Analysis 

We begin by looking at the individual variables. Figure 1 is a histogram 

showing the distribution of the number of speeches made by MPs. The 

median number of speeches made during the parliament was 266. The 

distribution is seen to be positively skewed with a long tail; it is 

unimodal with the modal category (i.e. the peak) being 150-200 

speeches. 
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Figure 1. Distribution of the number of speeches made by MPs 

 

N.B. The figures on the horizontal axis (for this and subsequent figures) 

are the upper limits for each vertical bar, thus the first bar on the left 

indicates there were 26 MPs who gave between 0 and 50 speeches. 

 

If we look at the number of written questions histogram, Figure 2, we 

again find a positively skewed distribution. The median number of 

written questions was 72. There were 51 MPs who did not submit any 

written questions. The biggest frequency was for the 1 to 25 speeches, 

which consisted of 148 MPs. 
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Figure 2. Distribution of the number of speeches made by MPs 

 

 

In Figure 3 we show the distribution for the number of votes attended. 

Here we see a different shape: it is negatively skewed with a narrow 

spread. The vast majority of MPs attended between 300 and 450 votes, 

with the median at 385 votes. 

 

Figure 3. Distribution of votes attended by MPs 
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Finally, in Figure 4 we display the distribution for the number of times 

that MPs rebelled against their own party when voting. There were 118 

MPs who were extremely loyal to the party line, and never voted against 

it, with 117 only rebelling once during the parliament. The median 

number of rebellious votes was 2, with a mean of 5. The distribution is 

positively skewed. 

 

Figure 4. Distribution of the number of times MPs voted against 

their own party 

 

One might hypothesise that there might be consistency in the behaviour 

of MPs in the sense that those who get up to speak often will also attend 

most votes and submit many written questions. In fact the table of 

correlations, Table 1, shows this is not the case, with correlations being 

close to zero. The correlation with the largest magnitude is a negative 

one (-0.266) between number of votes attended and number of written 

questions, meaning that there is a slight tendency for those who submit 

many questions to not attend votes. We also present scatterplots of 

pairs of variables (Figures 5, 6, 7) to look for any nonlinear relationship, 
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Table 1. Correlations between the variables 

    

 
Speeches Written Questions Votes 

Written Questions 0.004 
  

Votes 0.025 -0.266 
 

Rebellions -0.052 -0.150 0.119 

    

 

Figure 5. Plot of number of speeches against number of votes 
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Figure 6. Plot of number of speeches against number of written 

questions submitted 

 

 

Figure 7. Plot of number of votes attended against number of 

written questions submitted 
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interactive/2019/jun/07/university-league-tables-2020, 

www.timeshighereducation.com/student/best-universities/best-

universities-uk) it seemed reasonable to begin by using that 

methodology. The methodologies used by such league tables 

(www.thecompleteuniversityguide.co.uk/sector/insights/university-

and-subject-league-tables-methodology) generally employ standardised 

scores (z-scores), followed by a normalisation to make the numbers 

more comprehensible. This therefore formed the initial basis of the 

approach in this project. 

We now describe the steps in detail. It should be borne in mind that the 

aim is to have a set of values for the various metrics which are in some 

sense ‘numerically comparable’, in order that they can then be 

aggregated. To obtain z-scores for a particular metric involves two steps. 

The first step subtracts the arithmetic mean of that metric from the 

observations; this has the effect of re-setting the mean to zero, and so 

all metrics will have the same average value. A second step is needed 

because one metric may have a much larger scatter than another e.g. 

there may be many very large values which would swamp the values of 

another metric when added together; this would cause the first metric 

to dominate the other one. This is avoided by dividing by the degree of 

scatter, as measured by the standard deviation (the second step). The 

advantages of using z-scores to judge MPs performance are that z-

scores convert all indicators to a common scale where they all have the 

same average of zero and the same degree of scatter (standard deviation 

equal to one). 

The z-scores can now be added together or averaged to obtain an overall 

score for each MP. (This would imply equal weighting, although weights 

could be applied prior to aggregation.) 

Second stage normalisation for presentation purposes 

The overall scores will be negative for those which are below average, 

and positive for those above average. There is no simple upper limit for 

these scores which would provide a convenient reference point. 

Compilers of rankings take the view that negative scores and a range 

which lacks a simple upper limit (such as 100%) are difficult for the 

general public to comprehend. They therefore proceed to an additional 

transformation of the numbers to make them easier to digest. The 

Guardian University Guide states that “the total Standardised-scores 
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are re-scaled so that the institution with the best S-score receives 100 

points and all others get a lower (but positive) point score”. Likewise, 

the Complete University Guide’s methodology web-page explains that 

“total z-scores were transformed to a scale where the top score was set 

at 1,000 with the remainder being a proportion of the top score. This 

scaling does not affect the overall ranking but it avoids giving any 

university a negative overall score”. Personal communication with the 

compiler of that Guide revealed how this was done: the overall z-scores 

are summed, one then adds twice the lowest sum to make all the scores 

positive, this is then scaled to make 1000 the maximum. This strikes 

us as somewhat ad-hoc or arbitrary, so we have developed the following 

simpler approach: Associate a figure of 100 with the biggest overall 

score and associate a figure of 50 with the average score. These two 

‘fixed points’ create a linear scale enabling all other overall z-scores to 

be converted to their final form. 

We stress that this step is cosmetic, making the total scores more 

readily digestible; it does not affect the rank order. 

Analysis of the League Table 

The league table provides an assessment of MP performance within the 

House of Commons, with a good mix of MPs from various parties 

scattered throughout the table. 

Table 2 displays the top 30 MPs according to our approach. Theresa 

May was the prime minister for part of the time of this Parliament and, 

not surprisingly, is highly ranked as a result of the large number of 

times she got up to speak- she appears in second position. It should be 

noted though, that as prime minister, she does not submit written 

questions. Almost half of the top 30 places are held by Labour members, 

and ten are held by Conservatives. 
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                                                  Table 1: Ranking of top 30 MPs based on the average of standardised scores relating to number  

                                                                 of speeches made, written questions and votes attended 

Name Affiliation Speeches Written Questions Voted Overall Score 

Jim Shannon DUP 1998 1748 424 100.00 

Theresa May C 5726 0 237 96.53 

Andrea Leadsom C 3704 38 407 90.11 

Jim Cunningham Lab 737 1761 393 82.19 

Jon Trickett Lab 44 2280 312 74.54 

David Drew Lab 797 1529 344 74.17 

Richard Burgon Lab 132 1470 378 68.69 

Chris Ruane Lab 168 1439 365 67.30 

Tom Brake LD 837 1144 332 67.05 

Justin Madders Lab 489 1016 393 66.86 

Caroline Lucas GP 365 941 415 66.34 

Mel Stride C 1621 0 422 66.28 

Sajid Javid C 1765 0 389 64.70 

Liz Saville-Roberts PC 336 1036 386 64.69 

Victoria Atkins C 1351 4 434 64.34 

Catherine West Lab 425 1040 371 64.32 

Jo Stevens Lab 281 1022 390 64.20 

Stephen Timms Lab 414 930 387 63.95 

Jon Ashworth Lab 292 1036 377 63.27 

Philip Hollobone C 883 80 456 62.25 

Kevin Foster C 1007 9 451 62.04 

Stephen Kerr C 926 137 431 61.22 

Alan Brown SNP 962 657 336 60.83 

Kevan Jones Lab 417 973 342 60.22 

George Eustice C 1031 29 425 60.07 

Layla Moran LD 352 1005 342 59.98 

John Hayes C 772 239 419 59.89 

Grahame Morris Lab 346 806 375 59.89 

Peter Dowd Lab 688 522 381 59.82 

Anneliese Dodds Lab 629 596 373 59.55 

Key: C= Conservative, DUP = Democratic Unionist Party, GP + Green Party, Lab = Labour, 
LD = Liberal Democrat, PC = Paid Cymru, SNP = Scottish Nationalist Party. 
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Figure 8. Distribution of scores for all MPs included in the study 

 

 

Looking at the distribution of scores for the full data set (Figure 8), we 
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Democrats) is ranked 547th. In the upper two quartiles of the table we 

can see Scottish MPs from all major parties in Scotland. This draws the 

conclusion that English Votes for English laws is not have a significant 

effect on the performance of Scottish MPs and another reason is behind 

the performance of the SNP 

 

Table 3. Number of MPs of each party in each quartile of league table 

     

Party 

GOLD 

Top quartile 

SILVER 

Second quartile 

BRONZE 

Third quartile Lowest quartile 

Conservative (293) 91 111 66 25 

Change UK (5) 0 0 3 2 

DUP (10) 3 2 3 2 

Green (1) 1 0 0 0 

Labour (234) 48 32 65 89 

Lib Dem (15) 3 1 4 7 

Plaid Cymru (4) 2 2 0 0 

SNP (35) 3 3 8 21 

Independents (22) 4 4 6 8 

Total 155 155 155 154 

     

‘Independents’ is not a party but refers to those MPs without a party affiliation. 

 

Future of the Project 

This version of the league table covered events within the truncated 

Parliament of 2017-2019, which built on a pilot project looking at the 

2015-2017 parliament. The authors wish to continue to develop the 

league table to provide an on-going updated and report of MPs 

performance within the Palace of Westminster. The future plans include 

releasing a yearly performance league table, which would culminate 
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with a parliament league table for the whole duration of the parliament 

released every five years.  

Conclusion 

This is the story of a project to construct a ‘league table’, or ranking, of 

British Members of Parliament based on multiple measures. 

Remarkably, this has never been done before. Data from the last 

Parliament was collected and analysed. Our choice of which measures 

should be included was influenced by considerations of the functions 

and roles of a Member of Parliament. All multi-dimensional rankings, 

in every field, suffer from incompleteness – there is always some aspect 

that is not covered. Ours is no different, and especially so, as it is the 

first of its kind.  We recognise that any multi-dimensional index of 

performance will be limited by the fact that data is not currently 

available for some of the work that MPs carry out, such as helping 

individual constituents, community work, and time spent in select 

committees etc. Nevertheless, this is not a reason for ignoring the data 

that is available, since MPs, as public representatives, need to be 

accountable. Indeed, publication of a league table may eventually lead 

to the collection of additional data which would make the index more 

comprehensive. 

There is great deal of scope for carrying out such a ranking exercise for 

future parliaments and for making historical comparisons. It may also 

lead to interest in the media, among the public, as well as in the 

corridors of power. 
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